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	NAME: Centauran
	DESCRIPTION: Centaurans are essentially human (with very minor internal differences), with slightly stockier builds. They are native to the 4th planet of the Alpha Centauri system, only a few light years from Earth. Organized into city-states, They have developed a diverse range of cultures, which originally caused strife between governments. They united after a devastating bio-warfare holocaust that killed hundreds of millions of them, eventually becoming a founding member of the Federation. They have a more long-term outlook than humans do, & tend to analyze situations to a greater extent before making decisions. They have great pride in their differences in culture, & have long-since used competition (athletic & otherwise) to celebrate it. There favored professions are in the Science or Medical fields.Name: Same as their Terran counterparts.
	ERA: TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13: Are you sure I can't persuade you? 
	Text Field 7: Insight+1, Presence+2.
	Text Field 8: Centaurans are outwardly indistinguishable from Humans. One thing to note, however, is that as a whole, they are considered by most to be a very attractive people. They are generally artistic, & even average citizens practice some form of artistic expression as a hobby.
	TALENTS: Centauran or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Competitive
	TALENT TEXT 1: Centauran people are fiercely competitive. Whenever their abilities are set against an opponent, the desire to win rises to the surface & surges them on to victory. In these circumstances, you may add 1d20 to their rolls.
	TALENT NAME 2: Peaceful & Sex Appeal
	TALENT TEXT 2: Centaurans prefer to settle differences through peaceful means & they naturally seem to have that certain something when it comes to the opposite sex. During social interactions/conflicts, for any rolls you gain 1d20 & vs the opposite sex you lower the Difficulty by 1, minimum of 1.  
	TALENT NAME 3: Empathy
	TALENT TEXT 3: As / Betazoid talent. [E4]. A small % of the population ever present with this ability. This talent functions only while the target is within your Insight score in meters from you. 
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